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BUD BOOSTER
For healthy, beautiful blooms.
Alive with pioneering know-how, Reiziger Bud Booster is one of 
the most innovative boosters ever made. The essence of simplicity 
- with signature levels of vitamins, amino acids, saccharides and 
micronutrients - it forges a precise path through an ever-changing world.

AN ESSENTIAL PART OF  
MY FLOWERING REGIME.  
REIZIGER BUD BOOSTER IS  
THE BEST CHOICE.
- Pieter De Vries 
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PERFORMANCE
Performance and prestige 
for skilled breeders.
To make the life of a demanding craftsman a little simpler, Reiziger Bud Booster feeds your plants the extra 
compounds necessary in unlocking a harvest bursting with beautiful blooms.

01 |  Natural flowering compounds promote steady 
ripening, resulting in a uniform flower canopy.

02 |  The formula can be used in every cultivation system 
in combination with every kind of feeding.

03 |  Rich with natural micronutrients and other ripening 
elements extracted from seeds and medicinal plants.

FORMULA
Helps medicinal plants build extremely large, crystal-laden blooms.
More than just a multi-stage flowering booster, this hydroponic biostimulant represents a leap forward in nutrient 
formulation. This is everything craftsmen growers want in a premium booster formula, maybe more. Every aspect of the 
formula has been refined from the natural growth hormones, to the amino acids, to the micronutrient ratio balance that 
will help you gain the full advantage from your hydroponic system. Rich in organic flowering regulators that optimise 
theflowering metabolites and energy inherently available within the plant enabling blooms to develop uniformly and 
ripen to their full potential.

TECHNOLOGY
Stacks on biomass when buds transition to flowers or fruits. 
Engineered from seed and medicinal plant extracts, Reiziger Bud Booster enhances the enzymatic and proteic 
regulation, increasing the glandular density and compound content in the plant. Everything about Reiziger Bud Booster 
is designed to effortlessly increase glandular trichoma densities, precursor production and enzyme activity.

The perfection of Reiziger Bud Booster comes down to precision and patience. Natural hormones that regulate growth 
and various developmental processes have been thoroughly integrated within the formulation so that they are freely 
available to the plant to stimulate the synthesis of RNA and proteins, so you can concentrate on a faster flowering 
stage. And the phytoalexins, vitamins and phenolics allow you to access improved quality, quantity, stress resistance 
and concentration of resins.
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